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ABSTRACT 
 
A new algorithm for the motion vector based interpolation of 
temporal intermediate images is proposed in this paper. This 
algorithm uses dedicated weighted median (WM) filters for each 
interpolation phase (polyphase WM filters) and therefore allows 
a correction of faulty estimated motion vectors up to a certain 
degree. Since motion estimation on natural image scenes always 
suffers from errors in the estimated motion vector field, this ro-
bustness of the proposed algorithm against motion vector errors 
is essential to achieve a high interpolation quality. A new design 
method for error tolerant polyphase WM filters is presented in 
the paper. Combining the polyphase WM filters with a spatial 
nonlinear band separation allows a combination of the error tol-
erance of the WM filters with the detail preservation advantages 
of other interpolation techniques. The results of the proposed 
algorithm are compared to existing interpolation algorithms. 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
As there exist lots of different video standards with specific spa-
tial as well as temporal sampling rates, format conversion be-
tween different standards is an important task in the field of 
video signal processing. Since format conversion requires the 
interpolation of (spatial and/or temporal) intermediate samples, 
the quality of the interpolation result strongly depends on the 
utilized interpolation algorithm. In the following we will focus 
on temporal interpolation techniques. 
In order to achieve a high subjective interpolation quality in still 
as well as in moving areas of the image, motion vector based 
interpolation algorithms have to be used as this allows a correct 
positioning of moving objects in the intermediate images to be 
interpolated. However, due to noise, coverage/uncoverage, viola-
tions of the motion parameter model and other degradations mo-
tion estimation for natural images scenes always suffers from 
errors in the estimated motion vector field. Therefore it is of 
great significance that the interpolation algorithm possesses a 
certain robustness against erroneous motion vectors. 

 
2. VECTORBASED IMAGE INTERPOLATION 

 
In a temporal image format conversion, different interpolation 
phases depending on the input and output image repetition rate 
can be distinguished. For the conversion task from 50 Hz to 100 
Hz which is very popular in Europe for flicker reduction the out-
put image is either at the same temporal position as the input 
image or it is temporally located exactly in the middle of two 
input images. However, other conversions imply much more 
different interpolation phases. For instance regarding the conver-
sion from 50 Hz to 60 Hz six different interpolation phases can 
be distinguished which substantially differ in the temporal posi-
tion of the output image according to the temporally neighboring 

input images. Regarding an output image (denoted by Φk) tempo-
rally located between the previous input image Fn–1 and the fol-
lowing input image Fn the so called projection factor pleft can be 
defined by the temporal distance of the output image to the pre-
vious input image normalized with the temporal distance be-
tween two successive input images. A second projection factor 
pright being complementary to pleft can be defined by  pright=1–pleft. 
As discussed in [3], a temporal image rate conversion can be 
divided into kmax different cyclically repeating interpolation 
phases each characterized by the corresponding projection factor, 
with kmax being dependent on the input and output image repeti-
tion rates. 
 
2.1. Intermediate image interpolation algorithms 
 
The basic principle of motion vector based intermediate image 
interpolation algorithms is illustrated in Fig. 1. Starting from the 
pixel to be interpolated a positioning of the filter masks in the 
previous and following input picture is done using the projected 
motion vector. In addition, recursive elements resp. pixels can be 
included in the filter. The different interpolation algorithms basi-
cally differ in the interpolation filter or the interpolation filter 
algorithm being applied. Apart from simple interpolation tech-
niques, like e.g. pixel shifting or weighted pixel averaging, more 
sophisticated filter were proposed in the literature. Several algo-
rithm proposal are presented in [4], e.g. based on a 3-tap median 
filter. Advanced interpolation concepts which make use of a 
median based choice among different interpolation results are 
also presented in [4]. In case of  faulty motion vectors these ad-
vanced algorithms can lead to a significantly better suppression 
of the visibility of interpolation artifacts, when compared to sim-
ple linear interpolation techniques, because they revert to a suit-
able (e.g. static) fallback mode. Other interpolation techniques 
based on median filters are presented in [5]. 
 
2.2. Intermediate image interpolation with WM filters 
 
The different interpolation techniques, e.g. presented in [4], dif-
fer among other things in their fallback mode attempting to sup-
press strongly visible interpolation artifacts. A correction of  
faulty motion vectors (in terms of a correct positioning of mov-
ing objects according to the motion phase in face of a faulty mo-
tion vector estimation result) allows none of them. In contrast, 
the interpolation algorithm presented in [1] which is based on 
weighted median (WM) filters allows a correction of faulty mo-
tion vectors up to a certain degree for the conversion from 50 Hz 
to 100 Hz. This algorithm used for the temporal interpolation of 
the intermediate image Φk can be explained using Fig. 1. The 
output of the interpolation filter is given by a weighted median 
including input pixels covered by the vector addressed weight 
masks Wn–1 in the previous as well as Wn in the following input 
image. In addition, already calculated pixels of the actual output 



image covered by the weight mask WΦ can be included in the 
weighted median processing as recursive filter elements. The 
calculation of the output pixel ( )ΦWM x  can be expressed by 
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with all pixels covered by one of the masks being fed into the 
filter with duplication according to the corresponding filter 
weight. 
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Figure 1: Vector based intermediate image interpolation 
 
2.2.1. Correction of vector errors by WM filters 
For the sake of clearness the correction of faulty motion vectors 
by WM filters should be explained using a pure 1D interpolation 
problem for a horizontally moving edge. At first, an intermediate 
“image” interpolation for the interpolation phase pleft=1/2 being 
characteristic for a conversion from 50 Hz to 100 Hz is consid-
ered. It is assumed, that the edge moves with a velocity vreal=6 
pixel/image whereas the motion estimator estimated a faulty 
motion vest=0 pixel/image. According to the estimated vector 
being zero, the interpolation filter masks are positioned centered 
to the position to be interpolated both in the previous and follow-
ing input image, as depicted in Fig. 3. If linear interpolation fil-
ters are used, a blurring of the edge in the intermediate image is 
inevitable. But using a WM (here Wn–1=Wn={1,1,1,7,1,1,1}) 
filter, the moving edge is correctly interpolated at the position 
0.5⋅vreal of half the horizontal motion although an incorrect ve-
locity vest=0 was used to position the interpolation masks. This 
means, that in the example presented here an estimation error of 
∆x=6 with ∆x=vreal–vest can be corrected by the WM filter. This 
error correction is based on the shift property of WM filters 
which is explained more detailed in [1]. 
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Figure 2: Interpolation with WM filters 
 

3. POLYPHASE WM INTERPOLATION FILTERS 
 
The interpolation algorithm proposed in [1] allows a positioning 
of moving objects on half of the real motion vector displacement 
even in presence of motion estimation errors and is therefore 

able to surpass other algorithms for the conversion from 50 Hz to 
100 Hz. However, other interpolation phases require a position-
ing not on half but on another fraction (given by pleft) of the full 
displacement, as demonstrated by the following example, which 
again regards the horizontally moving edge with vreal=6 and a 
faulty vector estimation of vest=0. In contrast to the previous ex-
ample with pleft=1/2, an interpolation phase pleft=1/6 (e.g. for a 
conversion from 50 Hz to 60 Hz) is now regarded. An interpola-
tion using the filter mask depicted in Fig. 2 leads to a positioning 
of the moving edge at half of the real motion vector displace-
ment in the interpolated image, what would mean a correct ob-
ject positioning for pleft=1/2, but a mispositioning according to 
the actual interpolation phase pleft=1/6 which requires a position-
ing of moving objects on one sixth of the real motion. In con-
trast, the WM filter masks depicted in Fig. 3 being adapted to the 
actual interpolation phase allow this correct positioning, al-
though an estimation error of  ∆x=6 again was assumed. 
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Figure 3: Interpolation with polyphase WM filters 
The presented example clarifies that the use of  dedicated WM 
filters for each interpolation phase (polyphase WM filters) is 
mandatory in order to achieve a correct positioning of moving 
edges (which serve as model for the boundaries of large moving 
objects) in spite of faulty motion vector estimations. 
 
3.1.  A new design technique for polyphase WM filters 
 
As there did not exist suitable design method for median based 
interpolation filters, heuristically designed filters have been used 
in interpolation algorithms presented in the literature[1,2,4,5]. 
Therefore a new design technique for vector error tolerant WM 
filters is presented in this paper, consisting of two design steps. 
In the first step, the conditions for the filter weights are derived, 
which have to be fulfilled for a filter being be able to correct 
faulty motion vectors. In the second step, an optimum interpola-
tion filter is designed using integer programming. 
 
3.3.1. Deriving the conditions for the filter weights 
In order to design a vector error tolerant weighted median inter-
polation filter, the constraints on the filter coefficients to achieve 
the demanded error tolerance have to be formulated. The nota-
tion used in this paper is explained using Fig. 4. Again a moving 
edge with vreal=6 and the interpolation phase with pleft=1/2 is 
considered, whereas in contrast to recent examples an estimated 
velocity of vest=3 is assumed. Let xc denote the correct position of 
the moving edge in the output image Φk and xn–1 resp. xn denote 
the position of the moving edge (according to the real velocity 
vreal) in the input images Fn–1 resp. Fn. The positions fn–1 and fn 
are the central positions of the filter masks in the previous and 
following input image in order to interpolate the output pixel 
position xc. Then a “Difference of the Central Position of the 
filter mask” ∆CP for the previous and following image can be 



defined as ∆CPn=xn–fn resp. ∆CPn–1=f n–1–x n–1=∆x-∆CPn.  
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Figure 4: Notation for the filter design 
For a spatially continuous image representation ∆CPn=pright⋅∆x 
and ∆CPn–1=pleft⋅∆x holds and therefore ∆CPn–1 and ∆CPn can be 
interpreted as the estimation error projected on the previous and 
following images. But as the new filter design technique is based 
on a spatially discrete pixel scheme, a mapping of fractional val-
ues of fn–1, fn, xn–1 and xn to integer positions is presupposed in 
the following considerations. The definition ∆CPn–1=∆x–∆CPn 
guarantees that the sum of ∆CPn–1 and ∆CPn equals the total es-
timation error. The notation for the weights of the filter masks in 
the following image is depicted in Fig. 5 with Ln denoting the 
filter expansion measured from the central position (resulting in 
a total filter mask length of 2Ln+1). The notation for the filter 
masks for the previous image is simply given by replacing the 
index n by n–1. Recursive filter elements are not regarded in the 
filter design process. 
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Figure 5: Notation for the filter masks 
Let for the filter design the moving edge be modeled as a binary 
transition from a high luminance (F(x)=1, denoted by “H”) to a 
low luminance (F(x)=0, denoted by “L”). Due to the stacking 
property of weighted median filters this model represents all 
other ideal transitions between arbitrary luminances. With xc 
being the correct edge position (refer to Fig. 4) in the intermedi-
ate image according to the actual interpolation phase, for hori-
zontal positions in the output image being smaller than xc a high 
luminance (H) has to be interpolated whereas for positions 
greater or equal than xc  the luminance to be interpolated is low 
(L) as depicted in Fig. 6. 
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Figure 6: Constraints for correct edge interpolation 
These constraints for the filter coefficients for achieving a 
correct edge positioning in the output image depicted in Fig. 6 
can be formulated as 
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using the notation introduced in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. 
 
3.3.2. Filter design by integer programming 
The conditions for a correct interpolation of the moving edge can 
be formulated by two inequalities for the filter weights only de-
pending on the projected estimation errors ∆CPn–1 resp. ∆CPn. 
The filter design task addressed in this paper can be formulated 
as: “Design an error tolerant filter which (for the estimated ve-
locity vest)  is able to fully correct a motion estimation error of 
∆xmax for the interpolation phase with a given pright”. Fully correc-
tion of the motion estimation error ∆xmax for an estimated veloc-
ity vest means, that for all real velocities vreal in the range of  
[vest–∆xmax;vest+∆xmax] the edge is interpolated at the correct posi-
tion, which leads to a set of 2∆xmax+1 pairs of inequalities. All 
weighted median filters whose weights fulfill the whole set of 
4∆xmax+2 inequalities are solutions of the filter design task for-
mulated above. In order to achieve a hardware expense being as 
low as possible, a minimization of the sum of the filter weights 
seems appropriate. This leads to the formulation of the filter 
design problem as an integer program: “Minimize the sum of the 
filter coefficients under the constraints for the motion vector 
error correction”. 
 
3.3.2. 2D filters and additional filter constraints 
The design method presented above can easily be extended for 
the design of 2D interpolation filters and arbitrary additional 
constraints (like e.g. detail preservation in case of a correct mo-
tion vector) can easily be added as long as they can be formu-
lated as linear constraints for the filter coefficients. 
 

4. NONLINEAR SPATIAL BAND SEPARATION 
 
By including the additional constraints mentioned in the previous 
section in the filter design process, it is guaranteed, that in case 
of a correction motion estimation even very fine image details 
can be preserved during the interpolation process. However, if 
the motion vector is faulty, and the error correction ability of the 
filter is stipulated, small image details can be suppressed by the 
interpolation filter. As the filter design is based on the model of 
a moving edge and the error correction ability therefore only 
holds for objects being larger than the filter masks, a spatial band 
separation is an appropriate extension for the proposed algorithm 
in order to preserve images details being too small to match the 
moving edge model. Using median separation filters, it can be 
achieved, that large objects (and especially the object edges) are 
completely extracted in the “lows” channel and fine image de-
tails are extracted in the “highs” channel. In contrast, linear sepa-
ration filter would lead to an unfavorable distribution of e.g. 
edges on both bands and therefore imply the risk of loosing im-
age sharpness.  
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Figure 7: Nonlinear band separated interpolation architecture 
Using median based band separation filters, the above mentioned 
polyphase WM filters for the “lows” channel interpolation and a 



technique with a spatially less extended filter (e.g. polyphase 
WM with lower correction interval or weighted average) for the 
“highs” channel interpolation, a further improvement of the in-
terpolation quality can be achieved. The corresponding interpola-
tion architecture is show in Fig. 7. 
  

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
Some exemplary interpolation results for different intermediate 
image interpolation algorithms are depicted in Fig. 8. Apart from 
the adjacent input pictures Fn–1 and Fn the interpolation result 
Φdyn of a so called “dynamic” 3-tap median (of two vector ad-
dressed input pixels and one non vector addressed average value 
as fallback pixel) according to [4], the result ΦWM of a weighted 
median filter according to [1] and the result Φpoly-WM of the pro-
posed polyphase WM filters (with ∆xmax=∆ymax=4) are shown in 
Fig. 8. It can be seen, that the dynamic median falls back to the 
non vector based averaged input pixel in moving areas with 
faulty estimated motion vectors and therefore leads to a blurring 
of moving objects in this areas. The WM filter does not blur the 
image, but it leads to a mispositioning of the moving objects and 
tends to a deletion of parts of the moving objects in areas with 
faulty motion vectors. In contrast, the polyphase WM allows a 
correct positioning and avoids blurring also in the critical areas 
and therefore visibly achieves the best interpolation results. 
The influence of including a band separation is depicted in 
Fig. 9. The band separation was done by cascaded 5-tap horizon-
tal and vertical median filters. For the Φpoly-WM,sep result, a poly-
phase WM interpolation with ∆xmax=∆ymax=4 was applied in the 
lows channel, in the highs channel a weighted average interpola-
tion was used. This result using band separation is compared to 
the result Φdyn of a 3-tap median and Φpoly-WM of a polyphase 
WM interpolation without band separation, whereby for the sake 
of clarity of the presentation a zero vector field was assumed for 
all the three compared interpolation techniques. It can be seen, 
that the band separation approach can avoid double contours 
(unlike the 3-tap median) at the football player due to the error 
correction ability, but on the other side allows a better detail 
preservation (e.g. in the grass area) in comparison with the non 
band separated polyphase WM approach. 
 

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
A new algorithm for the motion vector based temporal interme-
diate image interpolation using dedicated weighted median filter 
for each interpolation phase (polyphase WM) is introduced in 
this paper. In addition, a new filter design technique is presented, 
allowing a fast and flexible design of such polyphase WM inter-
polation filters which are able to correct errors in the motion 
vector field up to a given degree. The polyphase WM is com-
pared to other existing interpolation technique and can achieve a 
significantly better interpolation result due to its vector error 
correction ability. A combination of the proposed algorithm with 
nonlinear spatial band separation techniques allows a further 
improvement of the interpolation quality by combining the vec-
tor error correction ability of the polyphase WM with the supe-
rior detail preservation of algorithms with spatially less extended 
interpolation filters. Future research will be addressed to an ad-
aptation of the filter characteristics to the image and vector field 
properties. 
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Figure 8: Simulation results (3-tap Median, WM, polyph. WM) 
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Figure 9: Simulation results (3-Tap Median, polyphase WM 
without/with nonlinear band separation) 
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